
Snow-White 
and Rose-Red

A game of faithful sisters, hidden treasures, enchanted animals, and evil curses for 1-2 players.
By: Caroline Berg

SUmmary
 Once upon a time, on the edge of the forest, there lived two little girls, as different as could be.  One was 
pale as snow, the other red as a rose.  One loved to read by the hearth, the other loved to explore the wild woods 
next door.  And both loved each other dearly despire their differences.  And this is the story of how they used 
their abilities to outwit an Ungrateful Dwarf, steal back the Enchanted Bear's treasure, and break the curse that 
prevented the bear from taking human form once more.

How to Win
 To win the sisters must find the Enchanted Bear, and gather five treasures to restore him to human form.  
Or they must reduce the length of the Ungrateful Dwarf’s beard to zero.  If there are ever more curses on the board 
than the length of the Ungrateful Dwarf’s beard, the sisters lose the game.

Set Up
• Place the map on a flat surface.
• Gather the three tokens.  The white and black rose tokens start at Mother’s Cottage.  The Enchanted Bear 
token is left off the board.
• Shuffle the Item Cards and place them in a stack.
• Shuffle the Curse Cards and place them in a stack.
• Shuffle the Animal Companion Cards and place them in a stack.
• Place the Treasure Cards in a stack, they are all similar, so they do not need to be shuffled.
• Separate out the different Event Cards into six separate piles based on the images on the back.  There are six 
locations for events.  The back of each Event Card holds an image which matches the location on the map where 
the event occurs.  There should be three event cards for each location.
• Collect the four Ungrateful Dwarf Cards.  Stack them so that the Beard Lenght: 0 card is on the bottom and the 
Beard Lenght: 3 card is face-up on the top of the stack.

How to Play
Each turn players have three actions:

1) Move their character.
2) Draw an Event card or Use an Item Card or Move One Extra Space.
3) Pick-up an Item card.

 In a two-player game, each player picks one character to play at the start of the game, this character does 
not change throughout the entire game.  In a one-player game, a single player can choose to play both sisters, or 
just one sister, if the player wants a greater challenge.



How to Play Continued

  The players decide which character will go first.  The character chosen to go first completes all   
 three actions before the other sister performs her actions.

 Each character moves differently.  Rose-Red, being the wild child, moves two spaces a turn.  Snow-White 
moves at a more sedate pace of one space a turn.  

 There are certain Animal Companions which can change movement.  Animal Companion cards which 
involve moving are played at the start of a turn.  All other Animal Companion cards activate when the condition 
on the card is met.  When an Animal Companion card is used, it is shuffled back into the Animal Companion deck.

 Players may only draw Event cards when they have reached the named locations on the board.  To draw 
an Event, the player would select the topmost card from the deck whose image that matches the illustration of the 
location on the board.

 When an Event is drawn, players match the characters at that location with the outcome on the back of the 
card.  There are three different outcomes on the back of the Event card.  The top white rose is for Snow-White, 
the middle black rose is for Rose-Red, and the bottom combined rose stands for both sisters.  

 In the case of the Event cards with an encounter with the Ungrateful Dwarf, the bottom combine roses are 
used if either sister does not have the proper scissors.  

 For all other cards, the bottom roses stand for if both sisters are at that location at the same time. 

 Once an outcome on the Event card has been read and put into play, the Event card is shuffled back into 
the Event deck it originally came from.

 If a Curse has been activated, a player may choose to use a pair of scissors to remove a Curse card.  If the 
player does so, the player may not draw an Event card, nor can they move one extra space, or use any other items.

 If a player has an Animal Whistle card, the player can use it to draw an Animal Companion.  The Animal 
Whistle is shuffled back into the Item deck.

 If the Enchanted Bear is Enraged, and a sister is in the same location as the bear, and in possession of the 
Bear Brush, the sister can calm the bear.

 Players may choose to move one extra space during this turn.  The player must give up the option to draw 
an Event card or use a pair of scissors to remove a Curse in order to move the extra space.

 If players have gained an Item or Treasure or Curse from an Event, the player now takes the Item or 
Treasure card and activates the Curse card.



Components
• 18 Event cards
 • 3 Mother’s Cottage
 • 3 Fallen Log
 • 3 Babbling Brook
 • 3 Cave Clearing
 • 3 Wild Herb Patch
 • 3 Alpine Meadow
• 10 Curse cards
• 9 Item cards
 • 6 Animal Whistles
 • 1 Silver Scissors
 • 1 Copper Scissors
 • 1 Bear Brush
• 8 Animal Companion cards
 • 2 Giant Eagles
 • 2 Fish
 • 2 Rabbits
 • 2 Songbirds
• 4 Ungrateful Dwarf cards
• 3 Tokens
 • 1 White Rose
 • 1 Black (Red) Rose
 • 1 Enchanted Bear
• 1 Map


